The rationale for Flat Space Cosmology (FSC) calculations of gravitational entropy in the form of S is presented. These calculations indicate a tight correlation with the COBE DMR measurement showing CMB RMS temperature variations of 18 micro Kelvins. The COBE dT/T anisotropy ratio of 0.66 × 10 −5 falls within the FSC gravitational entropy range calculated for the beginning and ending conditions of the recombination/decoupling epoch. Thus, the FSC model incorporating gravity as an emergent property of entropy suggests that the CMB temperature anisotropy pattern could simply be a map of gravitational entropy, as opposed to a magnified "quantum fluctuation" event at a finite beginning of time.
Introduction and Background
In the July 2018 issue of Journal of Modern Physics, the paper entitled, "Clues to the Fundamental Nature of Gravity, Dark Energy and Dark Matter," makes a persuasive case in support of gravity being an emergent property of cosmic entropy S [1] . This argument is bolstered by Verlinde's landmark paper on the subject [2] and by Roger Penrose's conception of gravitational entropy [3] . Notably, Penrose's presentation on cosmic entropy, which relies on the Bekenstein-Hawking definition of black hole entropy [4] [5] , relates the magnitude of cosmic horizon surface area ( ) 2 4 R π with the Lambda term Λ in the same way as the Flat Space Cosmology (FSC) model. FSC and Penrose (page 277) have derived Λ as always being equal to 2 3 t Journal of Modern Physics cuum energy density ( ) 4 8 c G π Λ is not a cosmological constant over the great span of cosmic time, but rather a constantly declining cosmological parameter. This relationship applies only to a general relativity model (such as FSC) of an expanding universe with a finite scaling horizon surface area. Only in a finite universe model can there be a holographic principle.
The key to understanding gravitational entropy, as presented by Penrose (pages 256-258), is that in a gravitating universe, the ongoing clustering of stars and galaxies is in the direction of greater cosmic entropy. Black holes, in particular, are thought to be local reservoirs of maximum entropy. If so, then galactic supermassive black holes must be huge repositories of cosmic entropy. As presented in "Clues to the Fundamental Nature of Gravity, Dark Energy and Dark
Matter," gravitational entropy in the form of S scales in direct proportion to FSC cosmic time, cosmic radius, cosmic matter mass, and cosmic vacuum energy (i.e., dark energy). Cosmic entropy in the correct scale form of S is always inversely proportional to "Universal Temperature" T u , as defined by
T is in degrees Kelvin squared. This equal-scaling and proportionality between cosmic gravitational entropy and these FSC parameters allows one to easily calculate the gravitational entropy at any time and temperature in the cosmic past or future. Of particular interest, for the purposes of this paper, is the relative gravitational entropy during the cosmic microwave background (CMB) recombination/decoupling epoch in comparison to the gravitational entropies at one year after the Planck epoch and at current cosmic time in years. Plasma physics and particle physics tells us that the recombination/decoupling event began when our early universe was at about 3000 K. The great preponderance of the CMB radiation was released during the cosmic time interval extending from when the universe was at 3000 K to the abrupt "end of decoupling" approximately 115,000 years later [6] .
The astute observer will note that there is some difference between the time vs temperature curves used in standard inflationary cosmology as opposed to FSC. This is the subject of the June 2018 Journal of Modern Physics paper entitled, "Temperature Scaling in Flat Space Cosmology in Comparison to Standard Cosmology" [7] . A comparison of these two models in terms of cosmic temperature vs cosmological redshift z is given below. In the FSC model [8] [9] [10], the following formula is used
wherein T t is the cosmic radiation temperature at any time t and T o is the current observed CMB temperature of 2.72548 K. In standard inflationary cosmology, the following formula is used ( )
wherein T CMB represents the CMB radiation temperature. As derived in the "Temperature Scaling" FSC paper, 
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Discussion
Sachs and Wolfe [11] , using a gravitational redshift theoretical argument, suggested that CMB temperature anisotropy could be a result of inhomogeneous gravitational particle clustering already present at the time of recombina- as "the Sachs-Wolfe effect" is now widely believed to be correct [12] . The
Sachs-Wolfe effect is widely considered to be the source of large angular scale temperature fluctuations in the CMB.
However, in a spatially flat universe, the Sachs-Wolfe effect can also be considered to be the source of the smaller angular scale fluctuations of the CMB temperature anisotropy [13] . The Boomerang Collaboration [14] reported CMB anisotropy observations closely fitting "the theoretical predictions for a spatially flat cosmological model with an exactly scale invariant primordial power spectrum for the adiabatic growing mode" [Bucher (2015) , page 6]. The Boomerang, Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [15] , and Planck satellite [16] CMB anisotropy studies have all confirmed global spatial flatness of the universe at the time of the recombination/decoupling epoch. Therefore, in terms of the "gravitational potential variations" explanation first proposed by Sachs and Wolfe, little in the theory of CMB temperature anisotropy has changed since 1967. What has changed since the time of the Sachs and Wolfe paper is the precision of measurements of the CMB temperature anisotropy. Both the WMAP study and the more sensitive Planck study have confirmed the CMB temperature anisotropy to be on the order of approximately one part per 100,000 (10 −5 ). At the time of these CMB study reports, the extreme flatness observations of the CMB temperature anisotropy were credited as a victory for cosmic inflation. However, there was no basis to determine which particular theoretical version of inflation was correct, or even whether another flat space cosmology theory without an inflationary mechanism (such as FSC) could, in fact, be an even better explanation of global cosmic flatness observations. The following quote from physicist Philip Gibbs sums it up best: "The problem… is that no particular model of inflation has been shown to work yet. It is possible that work has not yet been completed or that a more recent specific model will be shown to be right" [17] [18] . In a soon-to-be-published FSC paper, this author will clearly show why the FSC model is superior to the standard inflationary model, using a series of specific FSC model predictions dating back to 2015.
As mentioned in the Introduction and Background section, current best estimates of the cosmic time interval during which the CMB radiation was released suggest that the recombination/decoupling epoch lasted approximately 115,000 years. In standard cosmology this is believed to have occurred between approximately 372,000 and 487,000 years after a "Big Bang" at or near the Planck epoch. In the FSC model, the temperature scaling is slightly different ], placing the beginning of the recombination/decoupling epoch (3000 K) at approximately 12,064 years after the Planck epoch. Adding the estimated time interval of approximately 115,000 years puts the FSC "end of decoupling" event at about 127,000 years after the Planck epoch.
Gravitational entropy S in the FSC model follows the same log value scale as cosmic time. Thus, there should be a uniform progression from maximum gravitational potential "smoothness," corresponding to any operationally-defined E. T. Tatum DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2018.98092 1488 Journal of Modern Physics "minimal" or "beginning" anisotropy, to ongoing and progressively greater gravitational inhomogeneity (i.e., "filaments", "clusters" and "voids"). Furthermore, this is consistent with the concept that cosmic entropy smoothly increases as the expanding cosmic horizon surface area (the Bekenstein-Hawking measure of entropy) increases. Thus, it would seem reasonable to assume that, if the CMB temperature anisotropy pattern is in keeping with the Sachs-Wolfe effect for a spatially flat universe, and if gravity is truly an emergent property of cosmic entropy as indicated by Verlinde, the FSC gravitational entropy values pertaining to the recombination/decoupling epoch should also be a measure of the CMB temperature anisotropy.
The COBE DMR experiment measured CMB RMS temperature variations of 18 micro Kelvins (1.8 × 10
−5 K) [19] . This gives a dT/T anisotropy ratio of ).
It is intriguing that the FSC gravitational entropy ratios provided and calculated at the end of the Results section are 0.825 × 10 −6 at the beginning of recombination/decoupling and 0.869 × 10 −5 at the "end of decoupling." It should be noted that the "last scattering surface" is actually a 115,000 year thick segment of microwave radiation spectrum rather than an infinitely thin "surface" at a single redshift. In this context, the COBE DMR dT/T anisotropy ratio of 0.66 × 10 −5
can only be, in some way, an averaging of the actual ratio numbers pertaining to the beginning and ending conditions responsible for the "last scattering surface."
Therefore, the FSC model incorporating gravity as an emergent property of entropy suggests that the CMB temperature anisotropy pattern could simply be a map of gravitational entropy, as opposed to a magnified "quantum fluctuation" event at a finite beginning of time.
Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of this paper has been to show how the CMB temperature aniso- 
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